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ABSTRACTS !!!!!
Plenary 1: “Late Mahon: Raw Experience and the Other Side” 
Prof. Hugh Haughton 
University of York !!!
Plenary 2: “The Mahon Prose” 
Prof. Neil Corcoran 
University of Liverpool !!!
Clouds and Rocks: Real Chaos and Raw Material. 
Dr Paul Batchelor 
Durham University !
In the opening poem of Harbour Lights, Derek Mahon declares his intention to study “clouds and 
their formation” as a way of communing with “the real chaos of indifferent nature”. Later, he calls a 
piece of lapis lazuli “the real thing in its natural state, / the raw material from which art is born”. For 
an artist to espouse a wish to return to “the real” may seem naive, but in Mahon’s poems it gives 
rise to a series of sophisticated engagements with key antecedents and contemporaries. In Harbour 
Lights we meet a considerable cast of cloud-watchers, including Lucretius, Aristophanes’ cloud 
chorus, Odysseus, Job, Tolstoy’s Prince Andrei, Bertold Brecht, Yves Bonnefoy, Basho and the 
Widow of Kinsale. Those who appreciate rocks and gems are fewer in number, but include Harry 
Clifton, Vivienne Roche and Paul Valery. This paper will focus on two poems from Harbour Lights, 
‘The Cloud Ceiling’ and ‘Lapis Lazuli’, and will consider Mahon’s exploration of the role of art in 
contemporary society, and the ways in which his poems are shaped and formed. !!!
The Unmeretricious Mahon 
Prof. Matthew Campbell 
University of York !!!!!



Photography and Film: Derek Mahon ‘In that instant’ 
Dr Simon Haworth 
York St John University !
In this paper I will consider the influence of photographs and film in several of Derek Mahon’s 
poems (‘film’ referring here to the television and cinema screen for the purposes of differentiation). 
Mahon has always worked with this type of imagery and subject matter. Early lines of this nature 
reference the American film maker Robert Flaherty, detail riots in Northern Ireland during the 
Troubles as in the poem ‘Homecoming’ from Lives (1976), “or having seen / the pictures plain / be 
ever in- / nocent again”; there are the “flash bulb” and “light meter” of his celebrated ‘A Disused 
Shed in Co. Wexford’; then in Mahon’s most recent full collection An Autumn Wind (2010) there is 
the mention of “a Charlie Chaplin photograph / who often came here for a holiday” in the poem ‘At 
the Butler Arms’.  !
Several critics have noted Mahon’s attention to visual detail in his poetry, Terence Brown for 
example notes Mahon’s ‘visual self-consciousness’.  Here I want to examine how Mahon’s specific 
visual interests have to do with photographic and film imagery, how these both withstand yet allow 
for flux or change and suggest transience and impermanence in their preserving, documentary and 
resistive qualities. Despite this, they are of course instantaneous, narrowing things. He is interested 
in different apertures and focuses as expressed in the poem ‘An Image from Beckett’, the idea of 
storing, logging, cataloguing and archiving different kinds of experience, places and things. This 
interest also manifests itself in form, through the vivid and deft sonics of Mahon’s poetry. !
So, in relation to individual poems, I also want to think about issues of perception, sensation and 
experience, engaging with what Maurice Merleau-Ponty has referred to as the “data of 
consciousness”; Mahon finds in the nature of photographs and film images something counteractive 
to the destructive natural forces at work in the world, something intrinsic to the nature of the 
individual and poetic life. However, both photographs and film, also the light that makes them, have 
aesthetic, transformational possibilities. Tied into this then is the further notion of the poet or artist 
as a simultaneously creative and destructive force and all the ensuing serenity and uneasiness 
around this.  !
The paper will start by taking a look at a collection of Mahon’s that has photographic material and 
subjects as its poetic substratum, Harbour Lights (2005), where the opening long poem ‘Resistance 
Days’ is dedicated to the Irish photographer John Minihan and the centrally placed sequence 
‘Shorelines’ is suggested by and dedicated to a series of photographs taken by the Irish artist 
Vivienne Roche. It will then widen its scope to explore earlier and later collections in assessing the 
significance and implications of photographic and filmic references in Mahon’s collections of 
poetry, Night-Crossing (1968), Lives (1972), The Snow Party (1975), The Hunt by Night (1982), 
Harbour Lights (2006), Life on Earth (2008) and An Autumn Wind (2010). !!!
Third Stone from the Sun 
Frances Leviston 
Independent !!



!
Heaney’s Cavafy: Mahon’s Cavafy 
Dr Evan Jones 
Bolton University !
This talk will consider the role played by C.P. Cavafy (1863-1933) within collections by two 
Northern Irish poets, Seamus Heaney and Derek Mahon. What makes Cavafy attractive to these 
poets? Can we decipher from his inclusion something of his success as a poet in the English 
language? Because he is not as successful in Greek. The expatriate American poet A.E. Stallings has 
noted that in Greek Cavafy “is a much less discussed third”, behind Nobel Laureates George Seferis 
(1963) and Odysseas Elytis (1979). Edmund Keeley has noted that critical discussion around 
Cavafy’s oeuvre in Greek was curious. He quotes Henry Miller’s “Colossus”, George Katsimbalis, 
who much preferred the work of poet Kostis Palamas to Cavafy: “That, that — you know what. 
How can you read him?” !
Heaney’s 2006 collection, District and Circle, includes “Cavafy: The rest I'll speak of to the ones 
below in Hades”, a twelve-line translation of Cavafy’s eleven-line ‘hidden’ poem, ‘Tα δ' άλλα εν 
Άδου τοις κάτω µυθήσοµαι’, completed in 1913. The poem fits with other elegies and meditations 
on death and poets that the book is concerned with. Readings of Heaney's translations tend to focus 
on his literary predecessors, but there are in this case biographical connections worth discussing. On 
the other hand, there is a tendency to read Derek Mahon’s ‘Cavafy’ sequence, first published in The 
Snow Party (1975), as purely biographical. Mahon adapts four canonical and one ‘hidden’ poem 
from Cavafy’s oeuvre, including one of the Alexandrian’s most famous, ‘The City’. Cavafy’s ‘City’ 
might be Mahon’s Belfast. But such a reading oversimplifies the role of Cavafy as a figure in 
Mahon’s poetic imagination. !!
‘[As] if the world were young’: Mahon’s Influence on a Changing Irish Landscape 
Dr Paul Maddern 
Independent !
In the mid-18th century a group of Irish-language poets, the Fili na Maighe (Poets of the Maigue), 
held meetings in Croom, Co. Cork. They took their name from the river that runs beside the pub, 
and the pub, in turn, came to be known as The Poet’s Corner. Today the building houses a Chinese 
restaurant. This lends itself, if only metaphorically, to an untested theory that Mahon’s ‘The Chinese 
Restaurant in Portrush’ marks a turning point in contemporary Irish poetry; the moment when the 
supremacy of Celtic symbolism begins to give way to an international advance. While it might have 
some distance to go before it replaces swans and bogs, it is remarkable how often the Chinese 
restaurant appears in the contemporary poetic landscape, perhaps most strikingly deployed by 
Conor O’Callaghan – for whom Mahon is an important influence. Looking at the work of poets 
writing in Ireland from O’Callaghan onwards, this paper will ask in what way the appearance of 
Mahon’s Chinese restaurant serves as a metaphor for change. Does it signal a seismic shift in how 
Irish writers regard the concept of ‘Irishness’ and what it means to be an ‘Irish’ writer? Is a new 
generation of poets discarding tried-and-tested imagery and opting, instead, for imagery 
representative of radically altered fin-de-siècle cultural Irish landscape, an aggressively anti-pastoral 
poetic landscape that exposes the so-called Celtic Tiger as little more than a product of marketing 
departments?  !



Lives: Derek Mahon’s Biographies 
John McAuliffe 
University of Manchester !
Poems about other writers and artists recur across the oeuvre, from Camus through Austin Clarke, 
Jean Rhys, Ezra Pound, Brian Moore, Coleridge, De Quincey and Munch. Heavily influenced by 
Lowell, the biographical poem offered Mahon ways to write about crisis and the literary life; 
distinct from his dramatic monologues (for Bruce Ismay and Ovid), his ‘Gopal Singh’ poems and 
his Ponge-like object poems (like ‘The Drawing Board’), I will discuss how the biographical poems 
are part of the same post-confessional impulse as those poems and offer useful ways to locate 
Mahon’s distinctiveness in relation to his peers and predecessors. !!!
‘Here or Beyond’; Mahon’s Dualisms in Life on Earth 
Prof. Michael O’Neill 
Durham University !
The talk will explore how in Life on Earth Mahon plays with oppositions, seeming to deny 
transcendent options in favour of ‘life on earth’ but always in touch with what might be called 
elsewheres of perspective, ways of making the familiar exhilaratingly strange. This perspectival 
poetry handles stanza forms and rhyme schemes with insouciant agility, eluding labels, accepting 
provisionality and limits, and, in so doing, challenging them, too. The talk will focus on a number 
of poems from the collection. !!!
Solitude and Solicitude in the Poems of Derek Mahon 
Prof. Rajeev S. Patke 
Yale-NUS College, Singapore !
In this paper I would like to explore the tension in Mahon’s poetry between solitude and the impulse 
towards solicitude. The argument is developed with particular reference to the role played by 
metonymy in negotiating between expressions of solitariness or alienation amidst the poet’s times 
and places, and the desire to make connections, whether through affinity or engagement, not merely 
to his times and places, but to other ways of conceiving experience, whether through personal or 
collective memory, or through art and writing. In this context, poems can be read as forms of fictive 
retrieval, occasions made up for the self and it others to meet, in “the shadow of a presence, / a long 
sought community.” In such fictions of avowal, I argue, solitariness is never shed; but how it may 
be configured can keep changing. Solitariness differs from solitude. The former is the result of some 
combination between predilection and chance: the price of how one lives. The latter bespeaks the 
need to reflect on self-belonging and self-possession. It is a concession to anxiety or care for the 
self, and admits to a wariness and weariness at the toil and effort of caring for others. The two cross 
each other’s path in Mahon’s poetic fictions of conversation and engagement, enabling the poet to 
share in the possibility of relations in which “our own miniature self-regard” is circumscribed 
wherever it occludes selflessness. That, it will be argued, is the difficult gift proffered by the poet 
not only to his readers, but also to himself. An amelioration of who one is, minute to minute, year 
by year, poem to poem. 



!!!
Mahon’s Monologues 
Prof. Stephen Regan 
Durham University !
This paper will consider questions of voice in Derek Mahon's poetry, especially in the dramatic 
monologues that form such a distinguished part of his early work. Drawing on studies of the 
dramatic monologue by Alan Sinfield and others, the paper will attempt to show what is unusual 
and distinctive in Mahon's handling of the monologue. With the help of voice recordings of Mahon 
reading his work, it will also address the difficult issues of irony and tone in a range of poems. !!!
‘Everything is Going to be Alright’ - but How? and Why? 
Prof. Peter Robinson 
University of Reading !
Concentrating on this twelve-line poem, and starting from Hugh Haughton’s multiply ironic reading 
of it in The Poetry of Derek Mahon, I attempt to answer the questions in my title by drawing 
attention to the different temporal directions implied with the ‘in spite of everything’ of line eight 
and the ‘Everything is going’ in the poem’s title and final line. The relational contrast between that 
past facing ‘everything’ and the future-directed ‘Everything’ is then drawn upon as a way of noting 
the counter-factual pressure that such lyric poems have to apply to time, and how they do it by 
means not of factitious assertions but through reciprocally supported affirmations. The poem’s trace 
allusions to Yeats’s ‘Why Should Not Old Men Be Mad?’ and MacNeice’s ‘Sunlight on the Garden’ 
are considered as ways of maintaining connections with, and simultaneously calibrating distances 
from, the ‘vraie vie’ of a life in poetry. In conjunction with the poem’s increasingly audible rhyming 
as it progresses towards its close, these allusions, showing affinities with the echoic groves of the 
poet’s translation and adaptation strategies, work like sonar to direct the poem towards the 
supportive elocutionary force of poetry’s traditional resources. The intent of the paper is thus to 
offer explanations for how and why it is possible for readers to believe the last line of the poem 
without irony and without thinking that the poet must be kidding, or that they are kidding 
themselves by so believing — both of which would suggest that, however ironically well-defended, 
this poem would amount to no more than a weakly false consolation. After showing how and why 
such an evaluation would be untrue of ‘Everything Is Going To Be Alright’, I conclude, by way 
glancing reflections on the poet’s twenty-first century collections, with observations on Mahon’s 
subsequent poetic trajectory and, further, on what might be of use in helping old men be ‘glad’ 
rather than ‘mad’ when thinking of whether everything is going to be alright with what ‘Harbour 
Lights’ calls ‘the unknown poetry of the future’. !!!!!!!



Derek Mahon and the Mythic Debris 
Duygu Senocak 
Durham University !
This paper analyses Derek Mahon’s use of myth in his most recent collections of poetry, Harbour 
Lights (2005), Life on Earth (2008) and An Autumn Wind (2010) in relation to the mythic frame of 
reference in his earlier works. Mahon’s poetry is imbued with a strong historical sense as well as a 
desire to break free from history. Myth has been an important venue for the poet’s problematic 
dialogue with the past and the predecessors. In The Snow Party (1975), Mahon confronts the 
“barbarous cycle” of political violence and employs a post-apocalyptic myth saturated with a 
Kermodean “sense of ending” (1968). In the context of the city and of modernity, Mahon’s 
mythopoeic impulse remains in an appropriately modernist vein. Aside from the visionary moments 
marked by Hart Crane’s influence, the juxtaposition of the contemporary and the ancient offers 
numerous distressing portrayals of degeneration of the modern world.  !
In his recent work, however, Mahon adopts a less anthropocentric point of view and overcomes his 
90’s cynicism. This paper argues that the recycled myth fragments are promoted as a narrative of 
return. The prevailing motif of voyage, mirroring the poet’s physical and poetic journey, is 
combined with the refreshing musings on the idea of return in Homeric retellings (‘Circe and 
Sirens’, ‘Calypso’, and ‘Ithaca’).  The Gaia myth, on the other hand, heralds a return to nature, to a 
stage embracing the contending natural and anthropogenic forces rather than the “dark Repose” of 
Mahon’s early apocalyptic vision. This essay will follow myth’s path from confrontation to 
resolution and analyse myth as a narrative of return in Mahon’s poetry. !
‘Just like this before’: remembering the Second World War in the poetry of Derek Mahon  
Amy Smith 
Durham University !
Several critics have explored the ways in which Mahon and his Irish contemporaries revisit the First 
World War in their poetry in order to comment critically on the ‘Troubles’ and the role of the war 
poet in the context of sectarian violence. However, little attention has been paid to how 
contemporary poets engage with the Second World War and its literature. By taking Mahon’s poetry 
as a case-study, this paper will suggest that the legacy of the 1939 conflict has had a significant 
impact on contemporary Irish poetry. Although I will begin with poetry written during the 
‘Troubles’, the paper will also draw on Mahon’s recent work.  
 The Second World War is a recurrent presence in Mahon’s oeuvre. In dramatic monologues 
such as ‘The Forger’ and ‘At the Shelbourne’ he employs the 1939 conflict as a springboard for 
considering the individual artist’s responsibility to his community and the external pressures on 
personal artistic vision in times of violence. In Harbour Lights (2005), Mahon continues to examine 
conflicts, such as the Iraq War, through the lives of such historical figures. Yet, throughout this 
volume the reader discovers a new understanding of war which is a less tangible, but more 
pervasive, global presence than the relatively limited geographical and temporal spaces of particular 
conflicts. ‘Resistance Days’ connects the French Resistance’s opposition to Nazi Germany with a 
twenty-first century struggle against globalization and business culture. Employing a trope familiar 
from Second World War poetry, in ‘During the War’ Mahon sees a continuous “scramble for global 
power” which is endlessly repeated throughout history. As definitions of war change, so our 
understanding of the genre of war poetry must adapt. The paper will conclude by suggesting that 
Mahon’s resistance to war and the oppressive forces of capitalism underpin his interest in clouds. 



!!!
(In)Organic Form: Ecology and Irony in Late Mahon 
Dr Sam Solnick 
University College London !
Over the last decade Mahon’s work has taken a distinctly ecological turn, with a clear focus on 
question of waste, pollution and climate change. Reading a series of poems from the most recent 
collections, this paper will suggest that while Mahon highlights the importance of place, his 
ecological sensibility is always modified by a creeping anxiety about the relations between the local 
and the global. Any movement back to nature is undermined by an awareness of technological 
modernity and the Heideggerean “habitation” that Haughton notes in Mahon’s late work is 
problematized by his trademark irony. In fact, in several poems Mahon self-reflexively explores 
how the irony that had served to resist nationalism and parochialism in his earlier work stalls in the 
face of global environmental problems, and now risks mutating into a caustic cynicism. I shall go 
on to show that this dialogue between ironic hopefulness and cynical apocalypticism plays out on a 
formal level: the reader’s feeling for tone plays a central role in the poetry’s probing of the ironies 
and contradictions of contemporary environmentalist discourses, making Mahon’s one of the most 
interesting and sophisticated exponents of contemporary ‘ecopoetics’. !!!!
Decadence and the Archive: Derek Mahon’s The Yellow Book 
Dr Robert Stilling 
Florida State University !
In the 1997 volume The Yellow Book, Mahon bills himself as a “decadent who lived to tell the tale,” 
preferring the “languorous prose” of the decadents to the digital products of postmodern “techno 
culture.” However, Mahon’s drafts for the volume tell a somewhat different story.  Mahon was 
invited to speak at Emory University in 1996 at precisely the time when he was gathering ideas for 
The Yellow Book, and his notes for the volume, which are housed at Emory, contain a record of his 
visit.  These notes demonstrate Mahon’s interest in the changing technologies of archivization while 
reflecting on the archive’s proximity to the imagined slave plantation of Margaret Mitchell’s Gone 
With the Wind and the poet’s own role in the sale of Irish literary papers in a transatlantic literary 
market. In this paper, I examine the way The Yellow Book imagines the archive, romanticizing its 
concrete materiality even as Mahon’s process of revision works to erode that romantic image, both 
obscuring and revealing the author’s ambivalent role in the construction of the archival record.  
Building on the work of Derrida and Bourdieu, I argue that The Yellow Book indexes the poet’s 
participation in a “field of production” in which the archive, grounded in a specific academic 
institution in the American South, functions as an instrument of patronage embedded in multiple, 
interwoven colonial, postcolonial, institutional, and corporate histories. While Mahon’s interest in 
the archive shows his affinity for decadent collecting practices, posing the archive as an 
autonomous space, his poetry also challenges the archive’s supposed position as a privileged refuge 
from the economic consequences of globalization. As I show, however, Mahon’s later revisions 
systematically distance the poet from his participation in this same literary economy, 
simultaneously acknowledging and disavowing the archive’s role in the production of literary value. 



!!!
Mahon’s Rhymes 
Dr Matthew Sperling 
University of Reading / Leverhulme Trust !
Rhyme has been among Derek Mahon’s chief gifts and devices from his earliest poems to his most 
recent, and is so obviously an important part of his work that it can go almost unnoticed by critics. 
In this paper I will consider Mahon’s rhymes in light of a history of controversies which run from 
Milton to the present day, and of recent critical scholarship (Kenner, Jarvis, McDonald) which has 
refined our accounts of how rhyme works as a form of poetic thinking. I will consider the interplay 
between kinds of rhyme: those which do semantic work in linking conceptually related or 
contrasting pairs of words, and those which seem to be purely sound and print effects; those which 
draw attention to their rhymingness in a virtuosic way, and those which seem hardly to obtrude 
upon everyday-seeming discourse; those which draw together words from different classes, roots or 
languages, as when “plastic” (as in explosives) rhymes with “Belfast”, or when “Cork”, “dark” and 
“Iraq” make a triplet; those which recur in altered forms across different poems as a distinctive way 
of poetic memory. Finally I will ask whether to rhyme in the twenty-first century – after the work 
that Paul Muldoon and Frederick Seidel have made, after the flowering of hip-hop and spoken-word 
poetry, after the emergence of Michael Robbins and the return to rhyme of Geoffrey Hill – means 
differently today than it did when Mahon started out. !!!
New ‘places where a thought might grow’: dereliction and creativity in An Autumn Wind 
Dr Bridget Vincent 
University of Melbourne !
‘A Disused Shed in Co. Wexford’ and ‘A Garage in Co. Cork’ helped to establish Mahon’s 
association with a poetics of numinous dereliction, of creativity seeded in ruins. ‘A Building Site’ in 
An Autumn Wind can be read as a later iteration of some of the same preoccupations; an iteration 
which helps to show the differences and the continuities between his earlier work and present 
priorities. In the era of An Autumn Wind, Mahon’s consideration of disuse and regeneration has as 
its backdrop a recently intensified ecological engagement and an explicit resistance to both the 
moral hazards and the linguistic inanities of late capitalism. This paper proposes that reading ‘A 
Building Site’ against his earlier poems about abandoned places offers new perspectives on some of 
the critical questions opened by his later work.  !
‘A Building Site’ can be read as a poem about, in part, the nature of creativity and of visionary 
consciousness. As such, it joins a long line of Mahon poems which explore his artistic desiderata by 
attending to spaces, both architectural and natural.  From ‘Courtyards in Delft’ to a ‘Studio in 
Antibes’, many of his ars poetica poems refer to rooms and buildings. Often in these poems, a room 
is a place where art is made but also a figure for art itself. Abandoned and regenerated places have 
particular significance in this figuration, as they allow for a meditation not only on the conditions of 
artistic creation, but also on such ongoing Mahonian preoccupations as the life of objects through 
time, the definition of rubbish and value, and the capacity of writing to resist the societal 



designations of worth and waste. ‘A Building Site’ helps to show how these preoccupations 
manifest themselves in the context of his recent work and interests.


